
Customer  review  on  portable
CD player built-in 16 hours
rechargeable  battery
(PC0022B)

I was extremely happy to find this player. It is well worth
the price. I was very impressed by the substantial packaging.
The instruction booklet is comprehensive. One thing I was
confused about was the memory. When turning it off, it is
supposed to return to the point where you left off. I wrote to
the email address and got an answer quickly. I was turning it
off by the “stop” button. For the memory to work, It has to be
turned off on the side. I’m including that info in case anyone
else may have the problem. I am more than happy with this
player. It has a sleek look and the sound quality could not be
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better. And the benefit that the company is quick to respond
to any questions or issues is definitely a plus. You can’t go
wrong with this little gem. I am actually considering ordering
a second one to have as a spare for the day when you can’t
find CD players.

I was very pleased with this DVD player I like the fact that
it’s rechargeable saving $ on batteries. Also was pleased that
it had an aux jack as I was able to use a portable external
speaker for when I am doing housework or crafts. When I first
received it, I walk around with it and not skip. The sound
quality is excellent. I use it mostly for audiobooks but have
also played music DVDs both are crystal clear.

See more information about the Pumpkin Portable CD Player
Small CD Player with In-Ear Headphones.

 

Best Pumpkin Customer Service
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The product is as good as advertised. The product is not the
only story behind how amazing was this experience. I lost the
manual after it arrived, I got in contact with the company and
they sent an e-replacement manual right away. After I broke
the faceplate that serves as a trim to the radio. I contacted
them again to see if I could buy another faceplate and they
sent one free of charge. Not only the product is amazing, but
their customer service is superb. I have them as my go to
vendor for other things.
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Pretty wild Android head unit

It’s a neat little unit, with a few quirks, it has insanely
fast boot time, I wish the contrast was a. It better and
slightly glares. I am going to try and put a piece of anti-
glare film on it to see if that helps.

I would like a widget to turn on the backup camera without
being in reverse. I have the following working:

1) GPS with voice assist using Google maps works well.

2) Google browser with voice assist works well.

3) Hot spot using iPhone working well. (I can download, I can
mirror, I can browse with Chrome+Google.)

4) FM/AM works well.

5) OBDII working via BT using the Torque app.

6) TMPS working via USB.

7) Both reverse and park signals are working turning on the
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backup camera.

I’m still getting to know the product and might update later
as I get more experience with this Pumpkin Android 10 Car
Stereo 7″ Double Din Universal type( PX6, 4+64G).
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